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ABSTRACT

All interplaneta~y shocks observed by ISEE-3 and either ISEE-1 or ISFE-2 or
both in 1978 and 1979 are ex=ined for evidence of upstream waves. In order to
characterize the properties of these shocks it is necessary to determine accurate
shock normals. We invert an overdetermined set of equations to obtain shock nor-
mals, velocities and error estimates for all these shocks. Tests of the method
indicate it is quite reliable. Using these normals ‘we then calculate the Mach
number and angle between the,interplanetary magnetic field and the shock normal
for each shock. These parameters allow us to separate the upstream waves into ‘
two classes: whistler-mode precursors which occur at low Mach numbers and ~~pstream
turbulence whose amplitude at Mach numbers greater than 1.3 is’controlled by the
angle of the field to the shock normal. The former waves are right-band circu-

~“ larly polarized and quite monochromatic. The latter waves a;e more line,arlypo-
iarized and have a brcadband featureless spectrum.

Introduction

?Jpstreamfrontthe earthts bow shock there is a wide variety of wave phenomena,
bothat ULF and VLF frequencies (cf. Russell and HoDpe, 1983 and references there-
in). Similar wave phenomena are observed upstream from the be,:shocks of Mercury,
Venus and Jupiter [Hoppe and Russell, 1981). Interplanetary shock~ differ from
planetary bov shocks in that they have much larger radii.of curvature and fn gen-
eral are l~eakerthan planetary bow shocks. Thus it is of interest to compare the
properties of waves upstream from intex~)lanetaiyshucks with ~hose upstream from
planetary bow shocks. One such comparison has been made by Kennel et al, (1982)
who showed that ion-acoustic-like waves occurred at VLF frequencies in front of
interpl.ane*aryshocks, in’a manner sim!.larto the occurrence in front of the ter-
restrial bow shock, This observation suggests that there are ~lpstreamparticle
phencmena associated with,interplanetary shocks., In fact, energetic particles
are observed in front of some of these shocks (Gosling ct al,, 1983), Thl~s,we
might expecc to observe ULF wave phenomena there also. I

\lcexpect differences in the nature of these waves from those observed up-
stream of placctary bow shocks because of the different geometry of planetary bow
~hocks and their lower Nach numbers. For exnmplc, because the riid~us of curvature
of the interplanetary shock is much grearcr than that of a plunetary shock, the
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tiraeof connection of a field line to the shock is generally much greater for the
interplanetary shock. Depending on how.far upstream the shock associated ener-
getfc particles propagate, these waves may grow over a large region in front of
the shock. In planetary bow shocks, in general, the waves grow in a very limited’
region defined by the field lines tangent to the nose of the.bow shock, behind
which any waves generated are convected downstream toward the bow shock by the

‘- s~lar wind. .

Understanding thesewaves is important to further cur knowledgtiof cosmic ray
acceleration. One of the mysteries of cosmic rays is that they seem to be accel-
erated very efficiently. It is often suggested that “cosmic ray acceleration is
associated with interstellar shock waves produced by supernova explosions (e.g.,
&ford, 1981). Long after the explosion when the shock has expanded to large
distances .and is weak, the interstellar shock may resemble typical interplanetary .
shocks. It is important to note that cosmic r~ys arc thought to be accelerated
in a multi-step process with repeated scattering centers being necessary. The
ULF waves, seen upstream of planetary bow shocks, are excellent candidates for .
these scattering centers if they indeed occur in front of interplanetary shocks.
To date few studies of upstream turbulence have been undertaken. Morfill and
Scholer (1977) examined power spectra of the interplanetary nagnetic field in the
period range 100 to 1000 seconds upstream and downstream of four interplanetary
shocks. They found that the lJLFpower increased across these shucks hut since the
field strength increased a similar amount there has little c:~angein the diffusion
coefficient. ‘ They did not attempt to’determine shock normal directf.onsnor to
rel.atawave properties to shock parameters. Russell aridHoppe (1983) in a pre-
liminary study of these same shocks have shown that upstream wave turbulence is
correlated with the angle between the upstream magnetic field and the shock nor-
mal. Most recently Tsurutani et al. (1983) have usetiminimum variance analysis
to c’naracteri.zethe properties of waves seen upstream of interplanetary shocks.

In this paper, we examine the properties of the upstreamturbulence’ and r.e-
Iate these properties to the parameters ofthe interp].anetaryshocks. To accomp-
lish this we will use plasma and magnetic field data from the ISEE-1,”-2 and -3
spacecraft. The plasma instrumentation has beertdescribed by Bame et,al. (1978
a, b). The ISEE-1 magnetometer has,been described by Russell (1978) and the ISEE
-3 magnetometer by Frandsen et ai. (1978). A difficult aspect of studying inter-
planetary shocks and the most critical, is determining their normals. Thus,
before examining the properties of t}lewaves w discuss the p~ocedure we’have used
to obtain the best fit normals for these shocks.

●

Shock Normal Determination

Eigh~aen inter’planet+ryshocks in the I~EE-1 ana -2 recurifsfrom 1978-1979
were selected for this study. Most of these were selected because oi the simul-
taneous availability of ISEE-3 data. IMP-8 or Pro~noz 7 measurements were also ,
available for some of these shocks. Five of the shocks were observed by four
spacecraft. Under such conditions it is pousible to determine the average shock
orientation from the time delaya and separation vectors between the spacecraft.
This ha~ been done for these five shocks and the analysis reported elsewhere
(Russellet al., 1983a, b). o

As a result of :hese analyses we have developed thr following technique for ‘
detcrminin~ the shock normal, h4,usi,~gan ~:er-determined set of equations,

.



Firsr, che separation vectors and separation times are used:

- (A~)[;)=”($.)..-... .
vhere &O and At<? are the separation vectors and cjme lags between satellite

‘it and satellite O’. Then the change in vector magnetic field & is incorpor-
ated:
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~lpstrc.~mand dov.lstrearnftclds are separatzd by a sufficiently large angl=:.

Tli@ number of constraints available for our shork nermal determinations is aulce
‘variable. Furthermore, the quallcv of the data its!lf ‘varies. If a shock is
encuuntcrcd in A quiet sol~lrwind bi;ckgluu[d, LlicIl “guocl”~“pstl”elin and dcl~ns[rf:am



values can be measured. However under disturbed solar wind condf-ions, the
measured !’upstream”and “downstream” values may, in fact, not.correspond to the
appropriate instantaneous values. Thus, it is highly desirable to have an f.nde-
pendent check of the accuracy of the obtained solutions. “We can do this two ways
in”our inversion pracess. First, we can calculace the eigenvalues and eigen- ~
vectors of the 3 x 3 real symmetric matrix which is.inverted in our solution.

--These correspond to three directions in space whiclware determined “toan accurac~
which is measured by the size of.the associated eigenvalues. In analogy to find-
ing the error in determining a.minimum variance direction we let the minimum
eigenvalue be a measure of the background noise level of the inversion method.
Then the error in the minimum eigenvector direction, 60, in the plane’perperidic- .
uiar to the maximum e,igenvectoris-given by:

61$ = sin-l (A3/A2)1’2

If the ncrmal ~makes an angle a to the direction of the maximum eigenvector then,
the error in the direction of ~ due to the error in the eigenvector directions

.along the eigenvector associated with the maximum eigenvalue Al is: o

&~l E Cos ‘1 (COS2U + (1 - A3/A2)l’2
I%& error in the plane orthogonal to the intermediate
smaller.

6$2 = Cos‘1 (cos2y i- (1’- A3/Ql’*

A

sin2a)

eigenvector is similar but
.

sin2Y)

where Y is the angle between the normal and the eigenvector associated with the -
intermediate eigenvalue. As a final error estimate, 15$,we have summed these two
errors and list them in Table 1 together,with the normals, shock speed and con-

.- straints used in the solutions.

As a second method of avaluat.ingour normals we have compared the orientation
of the vector constraints that we have used to determine the direccion of the
normal. The constraints, except for the separation vector constraints, should all

~;op;;;ndicular to the normal. l~ehave calculatr?dthe average deviation of the
constraints from being strictly orthogonal and list those as 60 “in Table

10 We,note that althuugh thiS estimate has a very straiglit-forwardphysical
basis it is not a perfect measure because all constraints could be exactly per..
pendicular eo the normal and not constrain the orfentat~on of the normal at all
if the constraints were mutually parallel. .“

Table 1 contains the best fit normals and the associated shock velocity
measured in the observer’s frame, toget?~erwith our two error estimates, tilefirst,
6B, being an error estimate for the orientation of the normal and the second, 6e,
being the average angul;lrdeviation of the constraints from 9Go. Finally, the .
constraints used in the determinations are given, The numbers refer to the space-
craft: 1-ISE2-l; 2-ISE’E-2;3-lSEE-3; 7-Prognoz 7 and 8-IMP-8.’ The letter “l!
designates a separation vector and time delay const~aint. The symbol ‘AB1 signi-
fies a vector field jump constraint; BUV signifies the cross product cf the up-
stream field direction and the change in ~la,smaflowvelocity across the shock;
BIN signifies the cross product of thd downstream field and the chan~e in tllasrna
flow VCIOCity i3CI’0S9 the-shock’,
upstream and du~,.nstrcamma~netic

e’

Finally, UCD signifies the cross pr~duct ~etween
fields. “ ‘
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Table 1. Best Fit Normals

“-_ z N(CSE) V’kllils 6B 6e Constraints

78 230

78 254

78 263

78 268

78 27,3

78 “290

78 302

78 312

7b 316

78 359

79 243

79 315

79 322

79 324

79 333

(-.747, -.433, .505)

(-.895, -.134, .425)

(-.943, -.278, -.182)

{-.768, -:633, -.092)

(-0934, -.332, .135)

(-.860, -.374, .347)

(-.893, ;054, .447)

(-.882; -.193, .492)

(-.963, .095, -.253)

(-.9o2, -.488, .344)

(-.625, .288, -.725)

(-.897, .368, .!!44)

(-.816, .568, -.103)

(-.445, -.688, .573)

(-.7?3, -.286, .567)

422

436

334

811

672

39s

424

447

606

432

402

466

504

282

286

79 334 (-.9?8, -.047, -.201) 404

2.4°

8.6°

0.3°

s.3°

1.3°

0.3°

4.1°

3.8°

9.5°

3.3°

6.4°

11.1°

2.9°

14.1°

3.3°

2.2°

‘1.3 ‘T
21’ ’23’ ’28’ ‘FL’ ‘B3’ ‘B8’ ‘1’ ‘VI’ ‘3’ ‘V3

6.5° T
23’ ’28’ ‘iB1’ ‘B3’ ‘B8’. W1’ ‘Vi’ ‘3’ ‘“3 ,.

10.1° T21, T23, AB1; AB3, UV1, DVl, W3, DV3

-----
‘23’’*B3’ ‘CD3

3.1°
’21’ r23’ ’31’ ‘*3’ ‘1’ ‘Vi’ ‘3’ ‘V3

0.9° T21, T23, ABl, AB3, UV1,’DVL, .W3, “DV3

1.OO T
23’ ’28’ ‘B1’ ‘B3’ ’38’ ‘1’ ‘Vi’ ‘3’ ‘V3

4.4° JT23, AB2, AB3, UCD2, “CD3, W3, W3

6.6° T13, AB1, AB3, UCD1, WI, DVl

6.0° T21, T23, T27, Jdl, AB3, W1, DJ1, W3,”DV3

9.6°
T21’ ’23’ ’28’ ‘B1’ ‘*3’ ‘B8’ ‘1’ ‘Vi’ “V3’ ‘V3

7.7° T13, AB1, AB3, UCD1, UCD3, “VI, D“l, W3, DV3

4.4° ‘r
21’ ’23’ ‘B1’ ‘B3’ ‘1’ ‘VI’ ‘3’ ‘V3

1.OO T23, ABl, AB3, UCD1, UCD3, WI, DV1

3.~0 T21, T23, A*l, Aaj, WI, Dvl, W3, DV3

3.0° AB AB3, WI, DV1, W3, DV3
‘2A’ ’23’ .1’

E.&2!!

Spacecraft: 1, 2, 3, 7, 8 referto ISEE 1, 2, 3, Prognoz 7 and IMP 8, respectively. ,

Constraints: T - T(me delay and separation vector

AB - Ch,~n8e in magnetic ffeld across :hock

UCD - Vector cross product Jf upstream and downstream rnagne:ic field

Uv - Vector cross product &f upstre:lm magnetic field and velocity ch~nge

DV - Vecror CKQSS product of downstream ma~nctic field and velocity change



It is interesting to note which constraints were statistically the most
accurate. The median deviation of the field jump from its expected orthogonality
was only 2og and 90% of the jumps were within 23o of baing perpendicular tc our
fitted normal. The plasma jump constraints, BW and BDV, were almost as good. .
fie median errors were 70 and 60, respectively; with 90% of the ,deviations less
than 250 for both constraints. The UCD or magnetic coplanarity constraint did

-..not do as well as the others. Its median error was~2io with 90% of the errors ‘
being 46°.0r iess. The problem with this technique lies in the need to calculate
a cross Froduct of nearly parallel vectors in a noisy environment. It should be
used only when the utagnetic”fieldis relatively quiet and th~ shock moderately
strong, with a reasonably large angle between the upstream-and downstream field
directions. Otherwise it should not be used or else given little weight in the
overall solution. “

.
We emphasize that the shock no~al we obtai.n,is an average shock normal and

-that the instantaneous shock normal,may and.probably does differ from the average.
value. However, this “real~~deviation will not alter the relative ranking of the
“various constraints. The change in field across the shock was most often in the
expected direction and the two field-velocity .jump coastra$nts were only slightly
worse. We note that if there were large deviations of the instantaneous shock
normal from its average value we would not expect the median deviation of the
field jump constraint from its expected 900 value to be as low as 20..

Testing the Normals ,

Before proceeding to use these determined shock normals we will use the re-
dundarmy inherent in these data to test the normal. First we can check our esti-
mate of shock speed using the continuity equation (cf. Abraham-Shrauner and Yun,
1976).

. .

v =“@2v2 - PIVJ “ y(P2 - Pl)sh – - .

where PI and P2 are the upstream and downstream solar wind densities, xl and ~
the corresponding solar wind velocities and ~ is our’best fit shock normal. This
computation has been performed for ISEE-1 and -3 for each of our shocks whenever
there was a complete plasma scan both upstream and downstream of the shock. Table
2 shows tl,ecomparison of these speeds with the best fit speed. Only the shock
of 9/25/78 has significa,~tlydifferent speeds, Reference to Table 1 shows that
this is the shock with the least number of constraints used in the best fit normal
determination. Five constraints appear ,tobe the minimum necessary to be assured
of a moderately accurate normal.

Another test we can perform is to compare ;he Nach number of the shock calc-

ulated from the best fit shock speed and the magnetosonic velocity corresponding
to the observed plasma conditions with the Mach number necessary to give the
observed field jump. We list both these Nach number~ for the two spacecraft in
Table 2. The last two columns give the argle between the upstream field and the
best fit shock normal for the two spacec~aft.

The Mach numbers necessary to give the observed field jumps ilccordingto the
Rankice-Hugoniot equations, RHI and RH3, are always greater than 1, by definition.
However, because of the imprecision of our measurements of the shock velocity, the
solar wind velocity and tl)eplasma density, the magnetosonic velocity that we

4
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D~~e

8/18/78

9/11/78

9/20/78

9/25/78

9/28/78

10/17/78

10~29/78

11/&;78

11./12/78

12/25/78

8/31/79

11/11/?9

11/18/79

11/20/79

- 1~/29/79

11/30/79

&

230

254

263

268

271

290

302

31X

316

359

243

31s

322

324

333

334

Table 2. Shock Parameters . .

Best Fit——

422km/s

436

234

811

672

395

424

447

606

432

402

466

504

282 .

286

404

...Shock Velocity

Cont. 1

4541u11/s

410

313

453

713

419

432

570

414

372

436

474

290

290

465

Cont. 3

4311un/s

409

338

“..

717

40s

421

532

427

392

451

531

274

417

Mzigr.etic ?fa... e
Numbers Bn

%Fl BF3 RHl RH3 1—. —— .

1.4 1.6 1.6 1“.5 73°

0.9 1.2’ 1.3 1.2 32

1.4 1.6 1.2 1.1 75

4.9 - 3.0 2.0 60

‘0.9’ 0.9 1.5 1.5 57

“1.0 1.7 1.4 1.4 63

0.7 1.3 1.4 1.4 69

1.5 1’.7 1.6 43

2.4 - 2.4 2.2 42

2.2 2.3 1.6 1.7 80

1.5 i.1 1.4 1.3 40

2.8 2.4 2.7 1.3 57

1.7 1.4 1.5 1.7 76

1.3 - 1.3 1.3 48

2.0 2.3 2.7 2.0 6.6

2.6 2.8 2.5 2.5 89

~’

.78°

36

76

57

55

76”

61 “

41 .

40

87

75

67

82

39

62

87

nalcul.ateis sometimes greater than the shock speed relative to the upstream
plasma. Most often the differences between the two techniques is rather small.
However, on 9/25/78 the difference is large. This is also the shock for which we
found large differences with shock speed calculation and which had the fewest
constraints. Because of these uncertainties, we will not use this shock in the
analysis which follows. Further, to characterize the Mach number of the shocks
we will use the ‘lRankine-H118nnfntt111.arhn\lmbers.The only exreption to this will
be the shock of 11/11/79 for which the Rankine-Hugoniot value from the ISEE-3
data differs significantly from the other three values. For this shock we will
use the best fit Value of 2.7.

Precursor Waves

Visual inspection of the interplanetary shock data reveais two upstream wave
types. Furthest upstream frl>mthe shocks there i~ often irregular turbulence,
whose frequency speccrum is featureless. Closer to che shock, but not obsexved
as often, a nearly monochromatic wave, which we call a precursor wave, grows in
am~lf.tudeand terminates at the shock. It does not extend downstream’,in contrast
to the irregular turbulence which is usually seen both upstream and downstream.
It is important to distinguish these two wave types because they have very cliff-
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“ four interplanetary

.
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precursors for Figure 3. Turbulence seen upstream
shacks as ob- of five interplanetary shocks. The

- served by ISEE-2. The component of component sho~ is pe~pecdicular
the mag ~etic field shown is along ~o the upstream magnetic field and
the projection of the interplanetary the shock normal.
magnetic field on the shock plane
and contains the jump in the mag-
netic field across the shock.

erent properties. Figure 1 shows examples of the precursor waves for four shocks
in the direction perpendicular to the projection of the upstream field on the
shock plane. We have idenpifj.ednine examples of such waves in-our shock dataset.
These”eventb and their properties are listed in Table 3.

Power spectra were calculatetiover the duration of the precursor wave in
shock normal coordinates (L, M, N) in which N is in the direction of the best fit .
normal and L ~s in the shock plane along the direction of the upstream magnetic
field. A well defined spectral peak was found for each precu~sor. The freq~aency
of this peak was cal.:ulatedby multiplying the frequency by the power of each

estimate of the power CorItribUti.IIg to the peak, summing, and dividing by the power
in the peak. These r~quenc~es are listed in Table 3, The direction of the wave
normal, the angle between the wave normal and the magnetic field direction, 6Bk, ,
the percent polarization and the eccentricity were calculated according to the
method’of tleans (1972) ar.iare also listed in this Table. For the ISEE-3 shock
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Event

1,

2

3

. 4

5

6

7

8

9

a

b

~

11/2G/79

11/20/79

9/11/78

lJ/17/78

10/29/78

8/18/78

9j28/78

11/8/78

:1/8/78

10/29/78

lo;17/7E.,

Spacecraft

2

3

2

2

3

3

3

3

2

2

3

“,

Table 3. Precursor Wave Properties

Mach.
110.

1.3

1.3

1.3

1.4

1.4

1.5

1.5

1.6

1.7

1.4

1.4

0
Bn - Frequency

48

“ 39

22

63

61

78

55

41

43

69

7b

0.21 Hz

0.17

0.34

0.51

0.81

2.26

2.53

0.67
1.13
1.25

0.08

0.37

Wave Normal %lk

(-.543, .064, -.838) 16.3°

(-.548, -.0!34,-.837) 4.C

(-.577, -.009, .817j

(.767, .085, .641)

(-.770, .280, .574)

(.877, .159, -.454)

(-.112, .121, .985)

(.670, .358, -.650)
(.437, .190, -.879)
(.355, .279, -.892)

(’-.987,-.1C7, .122)

(.059, .708, .704)

1.1

12.5

17.1

16.9

44.6

1:.9
19*O
27.6

9.9

52.9

,
I

“%P

29.6%

98.7

96.3

98.9

96.3

90.1

95ti1
96.0
98.5

90.7

73.7

c

.95

.92

.92

.98

-.66

.88

.71

.85

.86

.85

-.62
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on October 29, 1978 we used minimum variance analysis to get the wave normal be-
cause the data contained too many gaps for our usual wave analysis techniques to
work. A glance at the wave normals reveals thaL’the Ifcomponents are small. Thus
these waves are principailypropagating in the plane defined by the shock normal
and the upstream magnet,icfield. The wave9 generally propagate at a small angle
to the magnetic field. The wave normalon September 28, 1978 made the largest “ “
angle to the field, almost 450. This was also the=briefest precursor, lasting o
only”a few s“econds. The percent polarization for”all these waves is large,”great-
er Chan 90% for every event and usually over 95%. The polarization for the pre-
cursors is very nearly circular and right-handed in every case but one, the August
M, 1978 event on IsEE-3. We believe that this apparent left-hand polarization
is not real but that the wave is actually right-handed and nscil.latingat 3.74 Hz.
The 3 HZ Nyquist frequency of ISEE-3 thenaliases the signal to 2.26 Hz and re-
verses the polarlty. The wave spectrum for ISEE-3 November 12, 1978 reveals two
peaks both of which have precursor-like properties, i.e., small 6Bk, large percent
polarization and right-handed nearly circular polarization. It is not obvious -
why two waves are present for this case. We note that sines uhese are forward
propagating shocks, not reverse shocks like planetary bow shocks, we da not expect..

. .. ... . . ------ . . . . .. . . ..- ._, .” .,-

‘%-—----.’ ‘ “ I I 1

1

0
0,

2‘t
o

1,2

● Precursors present
o“ o precursors absent

o

0 0

. 0.

0
0

0

“ 1

0

1.0~ , I t I 1
0 0.2 0,4 0.6 0!0 1,0

Perpendicular
C0S(8BN)

Parallel

.

Figure 2. The location of the interplanetary shocks examined in the
~fachnumber - cos Onn plane. Solid circles are llsedto denote those
shocks which had whistler precursors. The wedge encloses the region jn ,
which precursors were observed. .

;.

. .



Doppler shifted polarization reversals. Hence the right-handed polarization
identifies these as whistler mode waves.

A glance at Table 3 also reveals that these”precursors ate present only for”
shocks with M<l.7. Figure 2 shows the location of these events in the Mach number .

COS(6Bn) plane. A wedge with its vertex at N = 1.5 ar~dccs eBn’= .22 and its
---f~et at If= 116 and 1.8 on the cos eBn = 1.0 axis contains all the events. HOW-

ever, there are three shocks within this wedge without precursors. The first near
point 6 is from ISEE-2 on November 18, 1979. No”.precursorwaves were seer,at
ISEE-3 either’on this’day but none would be expected to be observed because the “
shock at ISRE-3 was stronger, 11= 1.7, and mor~~perpendicular. Perhaps the reason
for no precursors at ISEE-2 is that we have incorrectly calculated the Mach number
for the ISEE-2 shock. However, there is a simpler explanation. Table 3 reveals’
that the frequency of the waveat point 6, (ISEE-3 on 8/18/78), is observed to be
at least 2.26 Hz and is probably 3.74 Hz: Thik is well above the ISEE-2 Nyquist:
frequency on November 18, 1979 of 2.0 Hz. Since the ISEE-2 magnetometer is ‘
strongly filtered above the Nyquist frequency before the signal is sampled, no
aliased signal is telemetered by the spacecraft.

A second exception occurs near point 7. Tht excepti.oaalpoint is from ISEE-i
on September 28, 1978 and point 7 is from ISEE-3 on this sue day. Table 3 indi-
cates that the (brief) precursor wave seen at ISEE-3 oscillated at 2.53 Hz. .This
again was wel,labove the 2 Hz Nyquist frequency of ISEE-I on September 28, 1978.
The final exception is near point 2. This point corresponds to ISEE-2 observa-
tions on August 31, 1979. The nearby observations, points 1, ~ and 3, have fre- ‘
qtiencieswell below the Nyquist frequency of ISEE-2. 1~~note that ISEE-3 ?id not
observe precursor waves but we would not have expected tc observe them because the
shock was very nearly perpendicular at ISEE-3 (6Bn = 800). The only unusual con-
dition in the solar wind on this day was that the upstream electron and ion tem-

~ peratures were about equal. However, it is not obvious tr us how this condition
would affect the ~rccursor waves.

It is obvious from Table 3 and our discussion above that the’cause of the
top leg of the wedge through points 6 and 9 is the disappearance of the precursor..
waves as they become undetectable above tl~epassband of our instruments. ‘i’ehave
no means of determining from these data how high in Mach number or frequency these
waves extend.

The reastjnfor the lower leg is not as obvious. ‘Shepoint below point 2 that
has no precursors is, in fact, very unshock~like in the ma:,,i~ticfield. There is
merely a very slow rise in field strength and rotation lasting 35 :.e~;~.Js.Per-
hrps this represents one cycle of a very long wavelength whistler wave. Puiots
a and b do show some upsticam wave activity. ,Point a corresponds tc the ISEE-2 ~
shock on October 29, 1978. The waves at ISEE-2 have properties very similar to
the precursors discussed above. They propagate nearly along the magnetic field, ~
they are hi~hiy polarized. However, they ~ccur at a frequency a order of tnagni-
tude less than were observed on lSEE-3 for this same event. Qn the other hand,
the waves corresponding to poinL b at ISEE-3 on October 17, 1978 are similar in
frequency to tho:;eseen at ISEE-2 for this same event (point 4). However, these
waves are propagating at a large angle to the field, are less well polarized, are
elliptic:~lrather than circular and are left-handed. ?loreoverthey are weak and
do not ~ruw as the shock approaches, The frequency also is suspiciously C1OSC to
the spin frequency of the spacecraft. The other three low Mach number cases at



M = 1.3, 1.2 and 1.1 correspond to ISEE-3 on August 31, 1?79, ISEE-2 on September
20, 1978 and ISEE-3 on September 20, 1978. The first two cases are well defined
sharp shocks with no precursors but have,many data gaps ups~ream including one
right at the shock crossing. ‘The absence of precursor waves at the lowest Mach
numbers appears to be a real phenomenon. Its explanation is not obvious. ,,

-. ,..-
. . Upstream Turbulence “

In addition to,the precursor waves which exist in the shock ramp and for a
short distance upstream, irregular waves with rather featureless spectra are seen
upstream of some interplanetary shocks. Figure 3 shows samples of these waves
for a variety of angles between the upstream magnetic field and the shock normal.
Figure 4 shows power spectra for these waves. The magnetic component shown is the
M component? i.e., the direction in the plane of the shock perpendicular to the
upstream field. As discussed in the previoz~ section the precursor waves which
we are able to observe are a low Mach number phenomenon, At higher !4achn~unbers
the prec~rsor waves occur at higher frequencies eventually rising above’our pass
band. To avoid mixing the two wave types we will use’the simple expedient of
Stu( ‘ng the upstream turbulence only at Mach numbers above 1.5+

Table 4 shows the properties of the upstream turbulence for the one minute
~ust prior to shock passage for all the interplonetarj shocks in our study which4
had Mach numbers greater than 1.5 and were not contaminated with ions backstream-

~ ing from the terrestrial bow shock. We have also eliminated an;qintervals for
which we did not have a full.minute of upstream measurements and those for which
an obviour tangential discofitinuityuccurrcd during the analysis interval; Ttie
frequency interval 0.03 to 0.3 Hz was chosen for analysis. There is little power -
in these waves above ”O.3 Hz and 30 seconds is as low a period one could safely
analyze utilizing a minute’s worth of data. We have used the analysis of Born and.
Wolf (Rankin and Kurtzi 1970) as it is more appropriate for the study of,linearly
polarized signals such as these waves tend to be.

As for the’precursors, the wave normals in L, M, IJ,coordinates show that
:he waves are ❑airilypropagating ~n a plane defined by the magnetic field and the
shock normal. Further, the waves are propagating nearly parallel to the magnetic
field. For the two exceptions to this rule, ISEE-3 on December 25, 1978 and ISEE
-2 on November 30, 1979, it niaybe argued that since the shocks are very nearly
perpendicular and the waves very small ~hat the direct~on of propaga~ion is not
well determined, The percent polarization is much less than for the precursors
ranging from 26 to 73X, The waves are p>lar~zed abo(!tequally left and right-
handed and are at times very nearly linearly polnrircd, The maximum eccentricity
observed was 0.76. The waves are almost entirely transverse fluctuations, as
shown by the last column of Table 4 which gives the ratio of compressional power to
transverse power. ~xcept for two nearly perpendicular shocks which hitvealmost n,o
transverse power ~pstrcam, this rntio is lesn than 10%. I’hisis consistent with ,
the observed direction of.propagation of the waves which is ncnrly parallel to the
field and in contrast to waves upstream of the bow shock. ‘

,.,

The amplitudes of these waves are strongly correlated with,OBn, the angle

between the upstream magnetic field nnd the shock normal. Fig\lre5 shows the 10-

garithrnof the amplitude of thp waves as a function of the cos 6Bn. ‘The straight,
line is the best fit ~traight line omitting the two low ’pointson l!ovcmber29,
1979,”It has a ~orrelntion coefficj,cntof 0.935, If we include the two day
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3/10/78

8/18/78

9!28/7$

11/3/78

lU8/78

1.1/12/78

12/25/78

11/11/79

11/11/79

11/18/79

11/i8/79

11/29/79

11/29/79

11/30/79

11/30/79

Spacecraft

3

2

1

3

?

3

3

3

2

3

2

3

2-.

3

2

Mach
No.

1.5

1.6

1C5

lLL.u

1.7

2.2

1.6

2.4

2.7

1.7

2.5

?.0

2.7

2.5

2.5

Table :+. Properties of Upstream Turbulence

‘Bn

78°

73

57

4i

43

40

87

67

57

82

76

62

66

87

89

Amplitude

O~36nT

0.37

1.37.

2.33

2.1?

2.71

0.28

2.70

1.57

0.44

0.56

0.31

0.58

!3.31

0.18

.

Wave Normal ‘Ilk ZP—.

(.953, -.021~s..... -D--.185) 4.0°

(.974, .032, -.226) 4.0

(.872, -.059, .487) 3.4

(.638, .150, -.756) 9.1

(.070, 0079, -.738) 3“.7

(-.519, -.084, -.850) 13.7-

(-.529, -.081, -.773) 52.{;

(-.843, -.151, -.51;) 10.6’

(-.690, -.181, -.7o1) 16.8

(.935, -.G1O, -.355) 14.3

(.937, .300, .181) 18.3

51.7%

66.3

ZY.3

60.4

25.9

56.5

61.4

58.5

73.0

6b.2

48.4

(-.943, -.212, -.257) .18.3 33.0

(-.838, .027, -.546) 6.3 32.6.

(-.788, .364, -.497) 35.3 72.6

(-.864, .500, .066) 58.6 72.4

#

,

E % Comp.

-0.i2

-0.76

0.56

0.73

t).36

-0.26

0.21

-0.56

0.68

<.01

0.15

-0.21

-0.01

-0.02

6.39

.009

.036

.034

.039

.069

.031

.239

.029

.051

.013

.071

.06i

.025

.071

.230



*

November 29 points the correlation drops to 0.838, However, on November 29 the
upstream magnetic field strength is onl;’2.5 nT, less than half its usual magni-.

tude. Since we expect that these waves grow through resonance with the upstream
ions we expect that Lhe ion gyro frequency orders tfiesewaves. Then the spectral ~
power of the waves would occur on this day at a much lower frequency and our one
rulnuteanalysis interval is not long enough to determine the proper wave power.
It.seems clear that the wave amplitudes are contro~ed by 8Bn. We note that we.
have used here a one minute average of the upstream field just upstream of<the
shock to define eBn. In actuality, the waves observed were generated at an
earlier time when the M? may have had a different direction. Furthermore, the
presence of disccntinuities in the solar wind can add p6wer to the wave analysis
even though they have no association with the shock.

Discussions and Conclusions

The re~ul.ts of our investigations of waves upstream from interplanetary
shocks indicate that, while their successful study is difficult, they can be prof-
itably examined if data from both magnetometer~ and plasma instruments are avail-
nble. The most important ‘stepin this p~ocess is determining an accurate normal.
‘l’hemixed mode technique for a single spacecraft appears to be quite accurate fn
general. When an accurate normal is available, ~he shock speed can be determined
quite accurately from the continuity equation. However, to guarantee an accurate
normal determination one should ~isedata from’multiple spacecraf~ and over-
d~termiae the solution. This allows calculation of probable error and the time
delay between spacecraft g~ves the velocity, independent of the plasma measure-
ments.

In sorting out the plethora of phenomena associated with interplanetary shocks,
it is important to realize that there are two different wave types in the u~stream
region with quite different wave properties. The precursor waves are an integral
part of the shock structure at low Uach numbers at tnsderateand small ang~es of
the lMF to the shock normal. These waves arc right-handed and are ~>viously

prcpa~ating in the direction of the shock motion, th,?tis with ttiesular wind
flow. Thus, while they are Doppler shifted, their polarization is not reversed.
Hence, they must also be right-handed, i.e., wh-stler mode waves, in the plasma

frame also. The whistler precursors are hi~lllypolarized and are very nearly
circularly polarizcdo

At the lowest M.qchnumbers and for noazly perpendicular shocks, there seem to
be few waves upstrcarnof the shock. Howevct, above n Mach number of 1,5 there are
broadband irrc&ular WaVeS ~~ithlow to moderate perctint polarization, propagating
ccneral.ly at small nn~lcs tG rhc field with almost linear polarization. The am-
[)lf. tUd C Of thC!SQ Wil W?S is’stron~ly correlated with the direction of the IMF rela-
tiVC tO thC ShOCk llOrLVillo These waves seem to be those predicted by Lee (1983).

Much nnaly:;f.s ?s yet to be done with both the precursor wnvcs and the upstream
turbulctncc. For exaIIiplc, wc have not invcstifiatcd wh:~t contr?l.s the wuvclength,
direction of prop~g+]tion nnd hence the upparent frequcncyof the precursor waves
Nor h:lvcwc examined their amplitude and duration. Similarly, we must examine the
full spect~um of the upstream turbulence not just the arbitrary 3-30 second band
(andthe size of the rc~ion of!occ.urrenccof these WiII ~ upstrenrnof interplanetary
Shl>cks. .
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